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逆運動学マップで制御する冗長ロボットを用いた
飛類物体の捕獲の研究
On a tracking of flight object using redundant DOF robot controlled 
by inverse kinematics map 
富田郁子T 安藤英由樹tt 平松誠治tt t加藤厚生tt t 
IkukoM日:ATAt ， Hideyuki ANDO t t， Seiji HIRAMATSU t t t and Atsuo KATO t t t 
Abs1ract: This paper describes about high-speed control ofredundant degree of企eedom(DOF) robot_ In general it is 
very difficult to solve inverse kinematics of redundant DOF robot. For the pu叩oseof it we try to use inverse 
kinematics map with di伍lsionequation method and error correcting method. The inverse kinematics map is 
calculated in 0盟ine.Some examinations are made on a real robot manipulator. Sometimes the desired end point 
of the manipulator does not fit with calculated lattice point. Then， the mapping points have to be recalculated 
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図 2に示される 2次元平面上に 3リンク仏L2，L3)
と3つの回転関節。をもっロボットについて考える.
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返し回数の変位差 /)_ot= fl_(Jt-1 ， 
f)Jet = Xt _ Xtーlより，
旬 1': oE 
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=At.+-i-dt-At必 tidT (3.3) 





















































































ットの最高速度は， 1， 2， 3軸は 1[rad/secJで 4，
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